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means to increase the amount of daylight. I propose this project having both a keen
interest in capitalist growth and public art, I hope that my EARTH MOVING site
specific work will challenge others to look at the landscape anew and they will have
no choice but to look at it Anew. Basically, what I am driving at here is that the state
of Colorado is getting a two for one deal, not only will the state get more daylight
time, you will also reap the benefits of a massive art project unseen before in the
great state of Colorado, or for that matter the entire planet or as we know today, this
solar system. Like many artist before me, such as Christo's giant installations and
his joke of a proposed installation here in the Colorado Mountains, I propose
something that will literally change the entire dynamics of the state. The name of
my project is currently titled “FUCK THE MOUNTAINS”( not open for discussion or
changing the name), I had earlier discussed using the titles “ modest landscape redistributive techniques for increasing worker production”, but instead have opted for
a more pointed title that I think captures the spirit of the American people FUCK THE
MOUNTAINS. Much in the spirit of current republican presidential nominee Donald
Trump: "I am just telling it like it is and giving the public what they want and what
they deserve."
I estimate the project could be completed in 10 years’ time using Mexican slave labor
and working non-stop with heavy earth moving equipment 24 hours a day 7 days a
week (fuck Christmas). It’s crucial for my plan to work that we have a slave force of
nearly 5 million slaves , they don’t have to be Mexican, but Mexico is our nearest
neighbor for tapping labor resources, you will have to invade Mexico first and capture
about 3-5 million slaves to work non-stop in difficult conditions ( I will leave the war
mongering to the government, violence ain't my trip man). After the conquering of
our neighbor, we will need to secure all of our captive slaves in camps outside of
Denver. Commerce City is a shit hole of a town and would be a perfect place to keep
the slaves intended for the work. To keep the slaves docile and work ready, I
suggest a strong diet and removing a small part of the frontal lobe to keep them
ready to work and unable to make their own choices. Keeping a weekly schedule of
shock treatment and “socialization” using audio and video played continually
throughout their work day and when they are resting in the slave camps. The music
and video of course will have been created bysomeone whom I have appointed who
has a keen understanding of the human psychology, work motivation and brain
washing (think fox news producers, but slightly less sadistic ). Once this project is
complete, I project a flood of tourists to Colorado as well as business and JOBS,
JOBS, JOBS. Both those who love making money and those who love art will be
come to Colorado by the shit load to enjoy my genius SITE SPECIFIC work FUCK
THE MOUNTAINS. It is my sincere hope that you consider me for this public art
work. I look forward to setting down with state officials and my team to begin work on
this immediately.
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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Warmest Regards,
Peter S Yumi ☺

Submission #3
NUMBER TWO: Post Kale
redundancy.. worm holes
noodle factory
monster magnet
for fun
lose yourself to dance
d.p.
the farm
my mother
animal philosophy
collapse time
what you are making today won’t be made
can you fold twenty years? thirty/forty? centuries?
closed systems/\open systems
car keys in the refrigerator
foot
leg leg
dick
hand hand
mouth
ear ear
head
it does not exist
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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conscience drive. to archive.
i existed

let’s talk about it.
LET’S UP
painting randomizer
maps
channels
programs/ing
Let’s Active
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Let%27s_Active

adjustment
we played our first anthem
it’s hard not to lie
a squeak, a bark, a bite and a squall
fuck. i know i put this somewhere
then there were
the hazards
the pitfalls
the explanations
the gaps
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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the commons
the unworthies
run as fast as you can
making changes. pattern recognition
neutral signifier
open pedicure
STOP
when making. never wait
never wait for understanding .. run as fast as you can
the mire
i get the same offer over and over
fuck conqueror
conjurer
post-salad
post-kale
intermissionary
illformed
informationalytical
http://leftmatrix.com/infotainment.html
she talked about ideas of theoretical transcendence
transcendent formalism
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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she opened to define, the definition being, that of one state of being into
i sat in the center of every room i entered
the awkwardness between the future and the present.
the decision to make a picture or not. is there a comfort?
the chemical room. the smell

Submission #4
An Ongoing Conversation on Social Practice Art and Counter-Hegemonic
Action
I. Introduction
Neoliberal, hegemonic powers are the fundamental sociopolitical authorities of the
21st century. This dynamic is driven by wealthy, private powers that further their
profits by influencing ruling political parties to reject the public good in favor of
policies that benefit their private interests. Social practice art, in contrast, often
eschews monetary motivations in the interest of ideologically or community
motivated civic activism. As such, these social projects have the potential to act as
stopgap measures for the public good when government services lose funding.
II. Defining the Neoliberal Hegemony and Its Impact
Political parties on both the left and right are influenced by neoliberal powers that
fund their campaigns and hire lobbyists to further impact the legislative process. As
such, political leaders often become surrogates for the intentions of their corporate
investors. Simultaneously, corporate funded public relations efforts rebrand the
emotionally charged American Dream as a form of trust in the free market, which is
purported to be a fair and democratic process. As such, government impediments to
this process are identified as threats to the the American Dream and, thus, creates a
populist appeal for legislative action that actually favors the wealthy: austerity, easing
regulations, lowering taxes, defunding welfare programs and safety nets, and
resisting environmental protections.
The results of these pro-wealth policies are evident in the global economy since
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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neoliberalism’s rise during the 1980s during the Thatcher and Reagan era. The
wealth gap in the United States between America’s upper income and middle income
families has reached a record high according to the Federal Reserve data, which
states that upper income families in 1983 were worth 3.4 times as much money as
middle income families, a statistic that nearly doubled by 2013 when upper income
families were worth 6.6 times as much as middle income families and 70 times that
of lower income families. Even as upper income families recovered from the Great
Recession, middle income families were hit harder by the recession and saw
miniscule gains in its aftermath. Since 1983, upper income families have seen their
wealth increase from $318,100 to $639,400 in 2013. (Fry and Kochhar) Indeed,
these neoliberal policies have been effective in transferring wealth to those who
already were the richest in the United States.
These policies stand to grow in the coming years following the Supreme Court’s
2010 ruling in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission that allows
corporations to spend unlimited amounts of their own money on the political process
so long as they do so without directly donating to any candidate’s campaign. This
ruling stands to see increasing money in the political process and politicians who are
beholden to their corporate investors, as the 2012 election saw $1,002,135,419 in
independent expenditures in comparison to the 2008 expenditures of just
$143,618,022. (Cillizza)
These expenditures suggest a shift in the global division of labor through which a
new spatial economy for transnational economic processes will be created that
departs from the traditional global/national duality toward the globalization of
corporate leadership. The increasing momentum behind the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) and Transatlatic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP),
the combination of which would make the largest free trade agreement in the
world, is indicative of this shift that will grant corporations substantially greater
power.
III. Social Practice Art and Its Roots
Social practice can be traced back the 1960s with the blossoming of the conceptual
art scene. In particular, the feminist conceptual scene developed a heritage of
exposing sociopolitical issues through the relationships between objects and
performances in gallery spaces. Indeed, the lasting effect of this work is the
reintroduction of theoretical and political statements in a rebuke of Greenbergian
formalism.
The artist as a performer, organizer, and activist who is satisfied to organize a
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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community or communicate a statement rather than create an object is now
commonplace. Contemporary artists working in this manner owe a debt to artists like
Suzanne Lacy and Leslie Labowitz who created a poignant example of early social
practice during their 1977 project, Three Weeks in May. Labowitz and Lacy sought to
expose the brutality and frequency of rape in Los Angeles by printing maps of Los
Angeles onto which they would stamp “RAPE” in red ink in the locations of rapes
throughout the city as they occurred. The map was eventually displayed in the City
Hall Mall. Lacy would travel to the central office of the LAPD everyday in order to get
direct information about the previous day’s rape reports. As the map reached a
disturbingly full state, the duo added an additional map depicting locations where
women who had been raped could find help.
At the same time, Lacy and Labowitz engaged women in events organized in public
and private dealing with sexual violence and art. One such event involved spray
painting information about rape on the sites of rapes that had occurred the previous
day. Lacy’s iconic She Who Would Fly was an installation of nude women covered in
red paint who would watch as viewers entered the gallery and read stories about
rape across the United States. Lacy and Labowitz blazed a trail for future
generations of artists to act as social activists engaging with communities, a distinct
shift away from the previously dominant paradigm of formalist gallery objects.
Social practice also took its roots in many of Pepón Osorio’s socially conscious
installations since the 1990s. Osorio, a Puerto Rican artist of African Caribbean
descent who was a social worker before turning to art, creates installations based on
real life narratives, often in site-specific locations. He sources his objects and labor
from the surrounding community even as his work comments on issues of poverty,
immigration, and crime. Other artists engaged in similar issues of urban renewal
include Theaster Gates and Mike Kelley.
In recent years, contemporary artists have shifted even further from formalism in
their rejection of object making in favor of pure social interaction as an art form.
Perhaps the most exciting instance of ongoing social practice art is Rick Lowe’s
Project Row Houses, which he has been working on in Houston since 1993. The
project exists in Houston’s northern Third Ward, historically an African American
neighborhood. Project Row Houses reimagines art as a way of creating positive
change in a society as a node for “art, historic preservation, affordable and
innovative housing, community relations and development, neighborhood
revitalization, and human empowerment” through the project’s five pillars: creativity,
education, architecture, safety nets, and sustainability. In essence, this project has
developed into a form social responsibility in the community that encourages the
creation of civic associations and social capital.
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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IV. Civic Associations as Counter-Hegemonic Forces
COMING SOON:
Conversation on Bowling Alone by Robert Putnam
Temporary solutions for safety nets in the absence of government programs
Reversing the impact of money via grassroots political action
A progressive competitive alternative?
The Politics of Indifference

Submission #5
Sharing is Scaring
Conceptualization in process, July of 2015
About:
Workshops, art, poetry, performance to rewire the brain into again associating
philanthropy and benevolent social exchange with positive feelings.
Mission statement:
Utilizing my understanding of Pavlovian knowledge, as well as modern neurological
studies of nueroplasticity, I want to curate a workshop, show, zine, etc that promotes
the restructuring of our societies sick infatuation with consumerism, materialism, and
personal financial success into a mindset that more strongly reflects our heart and
souls true desire for love and connection.
Commentary:
The dawn of organized sedentary civilization spawned the proper environment for
excessive accumulation of material wealth and resources, a phenomena that was
not possible during humans nomadic tribal era.
A more egalitarian distribution of not only resources but also of life sustaining
responsibilities has been the social norm for the majority of humans existence.
Intense wealth hoarding and exploitation of the poor and the environment can be
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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seen as a fairly recent occurrence, a modern blip of a few thousand years on the
human timeline that spans over one hundred thousand.
However, these several thousand years have been plenty long enough to rewire the
brains of the collective masses. Our current global mainstream society celebrates
economic autonomy to a fault.
I feel it is absolutely imperative that we remember our roots, and learn to live more
harmoniously with each other and nature. Our desire for lonely financial success is a
pathology of the human ego, a consequence of our innate fear of death and the
primitive dog eat dog m.o. of evolution.
We must learn to rise above this and realize that we can live lives that are truly more
fulfilling and full of vibrant personal wealth if we learn to value equally the health and
wellness of the collective whole.
After thousands of years of exalting personal gain over the benefit of the whole we
must learn to rewire our brains to think and act in a way that is more harmonious with
our hearts, souls, each other, and our environment. This may be the most important
“social” work we can do as a species, work that has the potential to reverse the
immense damage caused by greed and fear.
Themes:
definitions of wealth
health vs wealth
economic systems
structures of social coexistence
spiritual wealth
materialism
consumerism
capitalism
psychology
sociology

Submission #6
Monday

http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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I proposed to my bed today
But the bed springs sprung me away
“Too much pressure,” said bed
I will try again next month when I’ve lost some weight.
--Tuesday
I proposed to my bed today
But was haughtily rejected
“You’ve been with another,” accused the bed
Alas, bed was right…I have not slept the same since.
--Wednesday
I proposed to my bed today
I said, “I never want to leave you.”
Bed replied, “You’re just afraid to be anywhere else.”
Bed has a point.
--Thursday
I proposed to my bed today
Bed takes me to the strangest places
It’s all a trick and it’s all bed’s fault
I dread leaving my bed
--Friday
I proposed to my bed today
“How many hands did it take to create you?” I asked
“E pluribus unum” whispered bed
I shall write 13 thank you notes.

http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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--Saturday
I proposed to my bed today
In comfort and jest I fumbled with the corners of my bed
“Stop fussing with my hospital corners!”
Since when did I start making my bed so uptight?
--Sunday
I proposed to my bed today
Frankly, it was a half-assed proposal
I slept much too late and the moment (if any) had passed
I snuck out before bed could even reply.

Submission #7
The Great Wall Archive
External value systems make it easy for us to accept the importance of things
without contemplating their personal and internal relevance. In these circumstances,
art works have the freedom to act as tourist destinations do: stories, photographs,
postcards and other documents validate the importance of the destination. The Great
Wall Archive utilizes the viewers' passivity in order to monumentalize the great wall
restaurants. Through the use of quality materials, the archival medium and
systematically organized information, the viewer is convinced of the archive's validity.
Using The Great Wall restaurants as a means to explore some of these ideas is as
logical as it is absurd. It may initially appear ostensibly trivial, but the stability of its
content implies deeper and more complex concepts. The Great Wall Archive is able
to communicate multiple, often varying ideas that shift and change through
investigation.
As an archive, the specific information and content proposes possibilities instead of
making conclusive statements. The Great Wall Archive is an attempt to challenge the
viewer to question their daily value systems.
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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// Details //
The archive is to be developed through four equally necessary steps: research,
acquisition, production and presentation. During this research, we chronicled twentynine Great Wall Chinese Restaurants, gathering their basic information ( address,
phone number(s) and hours ) and their reviews on Yelp. These addresses were then
plotted on a map of New York City and grouped into what we call "tours." These
tours are the action of visiting, taking a menu from the restaurant, a photo of the front
of the building, completing our log and cataloging the physical location with an
edition number ( x / 29 ), adhered to the sidewalk in front of the restaurant.
We are looking to dedicate a room to the manifestation of this archiving of New York
City's Great Wall Chinese Restaurants. The installation will include a series of boxes,
each the same in size and fashion, fabricated specifically for the archive. Each of the
twenty-nine boxes will house the information acquired from it's corresponding Great
Wall Chinese restaurant: a page with the name of the restaurant, it's address, hours
and phone number( s ), the log we complete upon visiting, restaurant menu, yelp
reviews and our developed photos taken of the front of the restaurant This
information is transcribed via typewriter to separate, 8.5" x 14" identical pages. This
transcription process evades any trace of authorship or singularity. The back of each
page will be stamped with a custom stamp, bearing the BTTAA's insignia and placed
face-up in a uniform order.
We are looking to get one-half inch poplar boards cut and fashioned into boxes, 9
5/8" x 15 1/8" x 2 1/2" in dimensions with sliding lids. On each lid will be bronze
plaques stamped with the name of each restaurant and its edition. Each box will sit
on uniform tables. The tables will be attractive, but only in order to draw further
attention to the boxes that they support and elevate. The tables and boxes will be
neatly and functionally organized around the installation room in order to allow for
easy access to each box.
One wall of the installation room will brandish a large mural of the BTTAA insignia,
which will be projected and traced onto the wall. On the adjacent wall there will be
two copies of 40" x 9.5" typewritten master-lists of all of the great wall restaurants.
On one copy, each restaurant is crossed out with the date visited written beside it
and the other is kept clean. Next to the master lists will be a large, hand-traced map
of New York City, with each of the restaurants plotted at their locations. Across from
this wall will host ten hand-traced maps, each referring to the tours, which will be
available to visitors as off-set print takeaways ( souvenirs ). The maps, master-lists,
boxes, contents of the box and the edition number adhered to the sidewalk all serve
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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as source materials which can be entered at different points, yet all reinforce one
another.
----Handmade take-a-penny-leave-a-penny’s ( acrylic sheets, formed and welded.
Copper “coins,” “penny” and “1C” stamped ) on little steel tables, permanently
installed on the sidewalk next / close to tourist destinations.
In front of office of tourism ( or other important building……city hall etc.. ),
permanently install massive monument constructed of 2 x 4 armature and copper
sheeting ( large pillar with some abstract shape a top ). Some 2 x 4’s showing near
the bottom.
Emblem etched into two of the four faces of the monument: Two large hands shaking
inside a circle. On both of the other two faces, etched: The Monument for the
Physicality of Transoceanic Touristry.
Next to this monument is two identical small tables: one with a handmade take-apenny-leave-a-penny and one with a large stack of postcards. The image on the
face of each postcard being an image of the monument, the back being completely
filled out ( addressed to a NYC address and a one sentence phrase [ different
phrases or same? Saying what ] ) and paid for.

Submission #8
What do people expect?
What do you all expect?
What do ya’ll expect?
What do yaw expect?
----Estimations
( continued )
The number of times I’ve written by hand: 7300
The number of times I’ve written by typewriter: 8
The number of times I’ve written by computer: 648
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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The number of times I’ve written by stamps: 24
The number of times I’ve written by sun + magnifying glass: 5
The number of times I’ve written by foot: 3
The number of times I’ve written my name in snow with my piss: 7
The number of times I’ve spat: 58,400
The number of times I’ve coughed: 52,645
The number of times I’ve puked: 123
The number of times I’ve cried: 2062
The number of times I’ve yelled: 12,064
The number of times I’ve said “Yo mamma!”: 12
The number of times I’ve said “You betcha!”: 37
The number of times I’ve said “No way, José!”: 7
The number of times I’ve said “¡Ay caramba!”: 2
The number of times I’ve said “Holy cow!”: 71
The number of times I’ve said “Well I’ll be damned!”: 4
The number of times I’ve said “Giddy-up!”: 31
The number of times I’ve said “Shucks!”: 88
The number of times I’ve said “Man alive!”: 1
The number of times I’ve said “As happy as a clam!”: 0
The number of times I’ve said “It’s the bee’s knees!”: 2
The number of times I’ve said “Break a leg!”: 4
The number of times I’ve said “Close, but no cigar!”: 140
The number of times I’ve said “Goody, goody gumdrops!”: 9
The number of times I’ve said “Hold your horses!”: 99
The number of times I’ve said “Keep your chin up!”: 20
The number of times I’ve said “Loosing my marbles!”: 14
The number of times I’ve said “Rise and shine!”: 200
The number of times I’ve said “That’s all folks!”: 4
The number of times I’ve said “Whoops-a-daisy!”: 209
The number of times I’ve said “¡No mames, güey!”: 23
( List in Progress )
----What do you want from anything?
What do you expect from a piece of paper?
What is the most valuable thing you can communicate to another person?
Recognition?
Exchange?
Honesty?
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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What’s the point of communicating visually?
Communicating sonically is clearly the most efficient / effective way.
“There’s no reason for it, it’s just my policy.”
Need to start recording something now everyday for the rest of my life.
Gonna tattoo a one inch line on my body everyday until I die.
Should I make sure I have enough room?
What should I calculate and what should I not calculate?
What is my surface area to life-expectancy ratio?

Submission #9
EVIDENCE OF EXISTENCE
SPACE/TIME [COLLECTING AND MEASURING TIME IN SPACE]
22 May 2015
Thoughts about my practice and implications for what’s going on in my studio at the
moment.
----Am happy with the 3D form coming out from the wall painting and the effect that it’s
having on the other objects in the space. By defining the front plane its shutting down
the openness of the painting and allowing it to exits as a “thing” and giving more
space to the other things in the room. It’s not sucking them in like a vortex or
expanding out to them, which is what it was like it before. It has become
autonomous.
----With the way the weather and light is shifting in my studio at the moment, I’ve come
to another thought for process – of how to create to this “shaping of space”, – in a
sense a shaping of time. It becomes a “shaping of time”, because if my subject
matter is “ordinary existence”, or maybe more appropriately “evidence of existence”,
then it isn’t absolutely necessary to work with the objects in the final manifestation of
the work, although I think I’ll still continue to do my playful assemblages. I find them
more interesting than presentation on the wall. But in terms of exploring the wall
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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painting further, at the moment interesting things happen in the studio resulting from
the windows and the light. The light shadow or bent light scenario on the floor and
walls.
Next semester after I’ve painted out this current wall, which will be documented as
an erasure piece, I will use the light as it comes into the studio in the afternoon as a
way of making (subject of) wall and floor painting. A measurement of time / existence
/ demise. The light penetration and length of light shadow will shift over the months.
I’m thinking of literally drawing or marking out the light with tape, measuring it each
day, marking up each day. And when the light is not present, paint the previously
marked area in, each day working in the same way. Masking and painting
continuously. So the studio will become a tracking of time, light and light into space.
The light may appear to be painted out, I will most likely stick with using silver, if I
apply a single coat I may get some internesting overlap and layering of the silver
across the surface of the studio. I might also look into other greys or whites.
[Next semester I will also bring in some of the styrofoam pieces I have to use them
as shelves for small assemblages or as an assemblage piece on the floor and
possibly wrap in plastic and tie off with string or plastic thread or wire...]
So the wall painting can come from something other than placing objects on the wall,
a new pro-cess, a time based creation of the space, so now the painting becomes
not only a measurement of a pre existing situation. it now becomes a measurement
of space and time. Which are in a sense the ultimate measures of existence – we
exist in space, through time. We travel in this construct we call time – we cope with
the strangeness of what life is; its odd. How real is it? How real am I? How real is
what I am doing? How real are the relationships I have, the implications of what I do
or don’t do? Did I exist in the past?, Do I exist in the future? Am I here, perpetually
moving forward, never really present, second by second constantly diminishing,
constantly expanding, not one or the other. not one of three actually – not past,
present or future. Because stillness never exists. So the work becomes this tracking
of this constant movement and tries to distill it to stillness – its a thought I’ll give it a
go.
I’ll also pattern up the paintings, mapping as I did with the current wall painting using
trace to give an evidence of light pattern on a particular day.
So each studio day–
measure the light –
tape it up –
paint it –
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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pattern it –
in a way that shows difference, ie I might need to shift the time of recording each day
to measure some significant differences.
This does have some implications for my proposal, in terms of outcome, but I think
that structurally it still pertains to the idea of ordinary existence, because its an
ordinary phenomena, but a phenomena none the less. So there is is this weird
straddle between the two, which David Serisier has brought up with me in the past, is
it really about the ordinary or the extraordinary?
In a sense it is both. It is the mundane, but the mundane, the overlooked is
extraordinary in life, because its the evidence of it.

Submission #10
Raging Parties, 2014 - Present
Consecutive events connecting divergent groups in varying locations belonging to
specific individuals.
----Raging Parties is an ongoing work that began in 2014. Originally conceptualized,
compiled and facilitated by Gabriel Weinstock; Raging Parties uses parties to
explore forms/notions of value, sustainability and sociability. Continued reflection
corresponding to the continuation of these actions is currently evident through the
essay; Enduring Narratives: The Indefinite Potential in House Parties by Gabriel
Weinstock.
Raging Parties, #1-4, 2015
Subscribe

Share

Past Issues

Four house parties over the course of four weekends; each one hosted by its
respective residents. Prior relationships between the four hosts should be kept at a
minimum. Hosts are required to attend all the parties in the series and must invite
their friends.

Translate

----In regards to Jeremy Kiracofe’s submission in Issue # 1:
http://us11.campaign-archive2.com/?u=43c707c190fd8c98b27d592d5&id=aabb0820a1&e=52bda12347
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(loosely categorized – July 2015)
Number of times you have gotten a ride?
Number of times you have said goodbye?
Number of times you have said hello?
Number of first meetings?
Number of times you have moved out?
Number of times you have moved in?
Number of belongings you have thrown out?
Number of belongings in your possession that don’t belong to you?
Number of favors given?
Number of people you know well?
Number of people you use to know well?
Number of people you wish you knew well?
Number of places you have called home?
Number of parties attended?
Number of parties missed?
Number of parties left without saying goodbye?
Number or parties you don’t remember leaving?
Number of parties you wished you left earlier?
Number of parties you wish you could go to again?
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